Structure for disciplinary action in regards to violation of hostel rules

National Institute of Science Education and Research, Bhubaneswar

The competent authority has decided the following punitive structure for disciplinary action in regards to violation of hostel rules with immediate effect.

(a). 1st instance* - a warning letter to be issued to the student by the concerned hostel warden or the chief warden

(b). 2nd instance* - parents / legal guardians of the student to be called by the concerned hostel warden or the chief warden and appraised about their ward

(c). 3rd instance* - financial penalty to be imposed as suitably decided

(d). 4th instance* - eviction of the student from the hostel with a definite timeline whether one semester, two semester, etc.

(e). 5th instance* - temporary termination from the academic programme. The magnitude of the period to be decided by the Academic Council

(f). 6th instance* - termination from the academic programme permanently. To be decided by the Academic Council

(* as reported. This is a general guideline, the disciplinary action may vary depending on the degree of the offences as judged by the competent authority)